Aloha LoveTribe!
Time to party in the spring with our community at tonight's Art Walk!
And...
Expect good news! Here's some to start
one last weekend of our Semi-Annual Sale,
with further discounts now additional % off, as
we transition into spring ...
Huge $24 section now added
Abundance of new beautiful pieces from
Johnny Was and Citron. A selection of these
are out, though we need more time to
transform the store for the summer. Some
pieces have joined our half-off racks, some
20%-30% off, and choose a piece of new
spring clothing with password LOVETRIBE.
My semi-annual buying trip to Las Vegas
trade shows bestowed many new, comfy, stylin' clothes, (great prices) and
other treasures, coming in daily.
I've been working on a collective collection with my supplier/partners and after
producing together for awhile, everyone seems ready to design the
collection... Yeah! For those that have been with me for years, we're using my
theme from a 1988 collection, Open Hands - Open Hearts. It is the loving
openess we are structuring the line around, the way of doing business, the
beauty of the clothing and the message. Shaye put up our collective URL page
holder ohoh.family ... and the fun has begun!

Every year in the Venetian Hotel in Las Vegas, they do a spectacular Chinese New Year
installation. This year there were roosters and coins, yet the predominant feature was LOVE ...

Good News! LOVE! People have been feeling like this is a "fulcrum" time, a time to
do what we are here to do (with love). They are waking up and stepping out.
Yes, fear still pops up in all it's creative ways ... doubts disguised as common sense,
physical reactions (increased heart rate, sweating, dizziness) that pop up from
hormonal, sugar, activity, scary thoughts ... generating more scary thoughts. Yet, we
are learning to breathe through these thoughts and feelings and ease them with
good foods, epsom salt baths, gratitude, hugs, puppy love, smiling more,
appreciating the little things, among many other ways.
Playing like our lives depend on it (they do), while not taking it so seriously.
Life is but a dream ... shaboom shaboom
This is the time to come together, work together, rise above the form and stick with
the basics ... Love. We (mostly) all want to live in a loving world, a world that works
for all. We just have different ideas (and driving fears) on how to get there. Sticking
to a vision of what we want to become ... all else will be overcome. Taking one
loving step at a time ... no need to rush ... feel the perfection and ...

Be Fearless - Choose Love
xox Devi
New Pictures next week ... for now so many beautiful pieces

Johnny Was, Biya, Love and Liberty

Karen Klein & Inizio Clearance most now on our $24 racks!

Noblu

And so many other great lines ...
Deca * Sunlight * Nataya * Jan Michaels * Elizabetta & Trades of the

East * Ayala Bar * Asian Eye * Rovers * Bernie Mev * Isabel De
Pedro* Maria P. Grazia* Pile ou Face* Biya* Love and Liberty* Me
Moi * Biella* ModSocks* Ozone* and more ...

